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Moot team of the School of Law at City University of 
Hong Kong (CityU) is competing in the IASLA 
(International Air and Space Law Association) Space Law 
Moot Court Competition and has triumphed in the Asia-
Pacific Regional round which was held in 12-16 April 
2011 in Sydney, Australia.  They will compete with other 
regional champions from Europe and North America in 
World Final in The Hague in July 2011. 

The mooting competition involved our students in 
intensive study of a complex air and space law scenario 
over a period of six months prior to the oral rounds in 

Sydney, Australia.  The moot question involved a hypothetical collision in sub-orbital space between 
a conventional rocket and a suborbital vehicle.  Debris from this unfortunate event fell to earth 
causing damage along the way to a similar aerospace vehicle and its carrier aircraft.  This, in turn 
resulted in a crash landing and fuel spillage causing damage to an environmentally sensitive coastal 
area.  This scenario involved a range of complex legal issues associated with space law, air law, 
public international law and environmental law, and hypothetically resulted in the submission of 
the dispute to the International Court of Justice.   

The CityU team consisting of three JD students Yan Yuli, Yuki, Lin Wah Tong, Jamie, Chow Ho Kiu 
and an LLB student Ho Chun Ngai, Calvin coached by Dr Vernon Nase, Associate Professor of the 
Law School, competed in this competition involving teams from Australia, India and China.  The 
team defeated Murdoch University in the final of this competition to advance to the World Final in 
The Hague in July, 2011. Yuki Yan was also named as the Best Oralist in the competition.   

The Law School is very proud of this outstanding result and look forward to the team now 
competing in the World Final (in the Netherlands) in July.   

The IASLA Space Law Moot Court competition was 
created to provide an opportunity for students to 
participate in an international moot court competition in 
space law.   It is committed to organizing an international 
mooting competition run with fairness, equality and 
integrity for university students around the world to 

explore the world of space law through international advocacy. 

CityU Team: (from left) Jamie Lin, Yuki Yan, 

Chow Ho Kiu and Calvin Ho 


